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ABSTRACT

A research papers' abstract should contain the following in 3-5 short sentences: (1) a brief introduction that reflects the justification of the research (2) a brief of the research methodology employed (3) a brief of the research findings (4) a brief recommendation and/or conclusion from the findings the research. Similarly, a review papers' abstract should contain the following in 3-5 short sentences: (1) a brief introduction to the subject of discuss (2) a brief of the review method employed (e.g., this article employs a - narrative, evidence or systematic review. The review data were obtained from xyz....) (3) a brief recommendation and/or conclusion from the review. The abstract should start on a new page after the cover letter page. It should not be more than 250 words. Abstracts must be in a single paragraph and should not be referenced, similarly, citations are now allowed in abstracts. The use of abbreviations should be minimized and spelt out when first used.

Keywords: Abstract should be followed by at least 6 keywords, provided by the authors and separated by a 'coma'.

SECTION HEADINGS

A referenced introduction should set the work in context. The introduction should be kept to a minimum length and relevant to the research described. It should state the rationale, justifications and objectives of the research. Detailed descriptions of routine experimental procedures should be avoided.

- Aim and Objectives
- Purpose of Research
• Research Justification
• Hypothesis etc

should come under the introduction section as sub-sections.

SUB-SECTION HEADINGS (Subsection Title = font size: 10; Case: Uppercase; Align: Left)

Authors may use this Microsoft (MS) Word template by employing the relevant styles from the Styles and Formatting list (which is accessed from the Format menu). Care must be exercised in using the styles to obtain the desired format. To view which style is being used in any part of this document, place the cursor on the line and look in the style list.

Further Subsections (Further subsection Title = font size: 10; Case: Sentence case; Align: Left)

Authors are strongly encouraged to follow the principles of sound technical writing, as found in Ref. 1, for example. In addition, good English usage is essential. Authors whose native language is not English may wish to collaborate with a colleague whose English skills are more advanced. A spell checker can be helpful to discover misspelled words, but authors should also proofread their papers carefully prior to submission. Manuscripts that do not meet acceptable English standards or lack clarity may be rejected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Authors should provide sufficient experimental details to allow others to reproduce the findings presented, but where necessary, synthetic and bioassay protocols should refer to published procedures by literature citation of the original method and any later modifications used. Spectroscopic data for characterization of new compounds should be described in sufficient detail. Plants must be properly identified and authenticated by a taxonomist or experienced botanist and specimen must be deposited in recognized herbarium and voucher number must be stated. Where possible, supporting Information can be useful for presenting experimental details while limiting the size of the main document. This should be divided into subsections if several methods are described.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATION ON USE OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS AND HUMAN SUBJECTS

Experiments involving the use of live animals must include a statement of approval by an ethical committee and certifying that such experiments were performed in accordance with all international guidelines and regulations. For experiments involving humans or tissue samples, a statement that informed consent was obtained from the subject or from the next of kin must be included.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Results and Discussion may be combined into a single section or presented separately. They may also be broken into subsections with short, informative headings. Authors should present their data in a clear and interpretative manner. Presentation of data should not be duplicated. Discussion should interpret the results and relate them to existing knowledge in the field (with relevant literature). Supporting information can be used if this help to make the result clearer. All results presented in tabular form or graphical form should be comprehensively described in this section.
Table 3: The government integrated financial management information system can ensure accountability and transparency in government public fund management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Yoruba et al. (2014). *(when not from the study)*

Tables are numbered in the order in which they referred to. They should appear in the document in numerical order and as close as possible to their first reference in the text. It is preferable to have tables appear at the top or bottom of the page, if possible. Table captions are handled identically to those for figures, except that they appear above the table. See Table 1 for an example.

**FIGURES**

![Figure 1: Economic Indicators 2009-2013](source)

*Figure 1: Economic Indicators 2009-2013*  
*Source: Igbo et al. (2014). *(when not from the study)*

Figures are numbered in the order in which they are called out in the text. They should appear in the document in numerical order and as close as possible to their first reference in the text. It may be necessary to move figures or tables around to enhance readability.

Figures, along with their captions, should be separated from the main text by 0.2 in and centered. Figure captions are centered below the figure or graph. Figure captions start with the abbreviation “Fig.” in front of the figure number, followed by a period, and the text in 10-pt font. See Fig. 1 for an example.

**PARAGRAPH AND EQUATIONS**

The paragraphs should be in INDENT style i.e indentation at the beginning of every new paragraph except the first paragraph after a heading (1/2 inch). A colon is inserted before an equation is presented, but there is no punctuation following the equation. All equations are numbered and referred to in the text solely by a number enclosed in a round
bracket (i.e., (3) reads as "equation 3"). Ensure that any miscellaneous numbering system you use in your paper cannot be confused with a reference [4] or an equation (3) designation. Page Numbering and Foot notes are not acceptable.

\[ 2a = \frac{(b + 1)}{3c} \]  

CONCLUSION

Authors should state their conclusions or the significance of their findings following the discussion of results. Conclusions should also be summarized in the abstract in order to place the authors’ research in proper perspective.
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